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Updating your Facebook status or checking your phone for text messages is an 
easy habit to start. But getting people to the voting booth is not such an easy task.
Encouraging people, especially college students, to vote is like a broken record 
that keeps playing. 
But that does not keep the Texas Freedom Network from continuing with 
its efforts to promote government involvement among college students. The 
organization conducted a workshop on the UTB/TSC campus, outlining the 
importance of getting involved.
Kathy Miller, president and executive director of the nonpartisan organization, 
spoke to 30 students and staff March 31 in Cortez Hall 140.
Trying not to push students to one ideology, but simply educate them so that 
they may find one that suits their ideals, was the main goal of the workshop, Miller 
said.
With one blunt comment, Miller gave the audience the worst fact about the 
Lone Star state: “Texas sucks at voting!” 
Texas ranked 50th in the nation for voter turnout in 2010; remember, there are 
only 50 states in the U.S.
“That’s terrible, terrible,” she said. “Texas voters don’t represent our state’s 
demographics. Forty-five percent of our population is white, 68 percent of the 
people who vote are white; 38 percent of our population is Latino, 15 percent of 
the voters are Latino. Look at that! That’s like giving up your power. African-
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Everybody’s done it. 
At one point in time 
we’ve all said, “There’s 
never anything to do in 
Brownsville”; but after this 
weekend, you might have a 
change of heart.
Now more than ever, 
members of the community 
are coming together to 
reinvigorate the social 
scene of Brownsville within 
their respective interests. 
Whether it’s through a 
music festival, a Saturday 
farmer’s market or an art 
show, we are seeing the 
abundance and presence of 
our local talent.
With a colorful lineup 
of electronic, reggae, pop, 
hip-hop and rock music, 
the Border Block Party on 
Friday kicks off a weekend 
chock-full of the local music 
scene.
Hosted by Aux Music, 
a production company, 
the party showcases and 
supports local artists. 
“It’s a tradition we want 
to start for the college scene 
and, hopefully, it will start 
opening the entertainment 
scene in the [Rio Grande] 
Valley as well … exposing 
artists from the Valley 
and Brownsville to other 
people,” Aux Music founder 
Hugo Teran said.
This is the second year 
Aux Music hosts the event.
Vinyl Dharma, a popular 
local indie rock band, 
is headlining the show. 
Electronic dance acts 
such as Flea Circus and 









The UTB/TSC Student 
Government Association’s 
Facebook group’s general 
peacefulness was disrupted 
two weeks ago by a series 
of persistent complaints by 
a mystery woman named 
Stephanie Young, who 
claimed to be a UTB/TSC 
junior English major and 
employee of the school.
Young protested 
incessantly the week after 
senate elections against 
postings by College of 
Liberal Arts Senator Carlos 
Gutiérrez and others that 
spanned such topics as the 
Border Block Party and the 
mass murder of civilians 
in Afghanistan by a U.S. 
soldier.
“Can somebody delete 
Carlos Gutiérrez? His 
nonsense is irrelevant to this 
group,” Young complained. 
Young, emboldened 
after SGA Vice President 
of Policy and Procedure 
Marisol Cervantes thanked 
her for her concerns against 
Gutiérrez, continued.
“The outcome of the 
past election was very 
unfortunate, just to let 
you know, I believe either 
yourself of (sic) miss Reyna 
would of (sic) done a better 
job than our current elected 
president,” Young posted.
Young further alleged 
students voted based upon 
campaign fliers and that 
SGA President Arturo 
Guerra “did not fulfill his 
job this year.”
SGA Vice President for 
Public Relations Mauricio 
SGA  Facebook 
on  notice
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In 1995, two weeks 
after the death of 
Tejano superstar 
Selena Quintanilla-
Perez, Texas Gov. 
George W. Bush, 
declared her birthday, 
April 16, Selena Day 
in Texas. 
Haven Bar
Listen to some jazz, 
disco, Motown and 
R&B music at Haven 
bar, 1237 E. Adams St. 
Enjoy acts by Selina 
and Sir Charles and 
other special guests 
performing from 9 
p.m. to 2 a.m. 
Tax Deadline
It’s the last day to file 
your federal income 
tax return! Make 
sure to get all pay 
paperwork together 
so you can get your 
refund.
Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.
Foam Party
Upside Down Sports 
Bar and Grill is hosting 
a “Girls Gone Wild 
Foam Party” from 10 
p.m. until 2 a.m. There 
will be a cash prize 
and a photo-shoot 
giveaway to the 
winner of the Sexiest 
Bikini Contest. There 
is no cover charge; 
the bar is located at 
568 Springmart Blvd. 
Call 350-2691 for more 
info.
Last Scorpion Home 
Games
Come support our 
baseball team’s last 
home games at the 
Scorpion Baseball 
Field. The Scorpions 
are playing against 
University of the 
Southwest. The game 
starts at 4 p.m. Game 
2 starts at noon 
Saturday. 
Want your event to be featured? 
Submit event information one week 
in advance, before 5 p.m. Tuesday 
to collegian@utb.edu. First come 
first serve, but student organization 
events are given preference. 
--Compiled by Regina Miller
5K Run/Walk
Participate in the 
National Crime Victims 
Week, sixth annual 
“Victory Over Violence 
5K Run/Walk” to raise 
funds for the Family 
Crisis Center and 
Friendship of Women. 
The race starts at 
8 a.m. at Louie’s 
Backyard, located at 
2305 Laguna Blvd., 
South Padre Island. 





This organic festival at 
Brownsville’s Lincoln Park 
will feature live music, 
artisans and even a drum 
circle. The festival starts 
3 p.m. Friday and ends at 
9 tonight. 
The Collegian is the 
multimedia student newspaper 
serving the University of 
Texas at Brownsville and 
Texas Southmost College. 
The newspaper is widely 
distributed on campus and is 
an award-winning member of 
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The following are among the 
incidents reported to Campus 
Police between March 27 and April 
1.
Tuesday, March 27
12:36 p.m.: A visitor fell while 
sitting on a chair in the International 
Technology, Education and Commerce 
Center. The man said he was sitting on 
the wooden chair when it collapsed; he suffered minor 
injuries to his left elbow. The officer observed that the 
chair was broken into two pieces. The man declined 
emergency medical services. The officer stored the 
broken chair in the ITECC police substation.
8:50 p.m.: A faculty member turned in a $500 laptop 
computer that was found in a classroom in the Education 
and Business Complex. 
Wednesday, March 28
9:35 a.m.: A Texas Southmost College employee 
reported that several windows were left open in the 
Neutra House, located on Paredes Line Road. He said 
that his supervisor called him after he passed by the 
area. After checking the area, the employee saw that 
several doors were also opened and many windows and 
other items were damaged. He said that many windows 
near the back of the house were broken, a padlock from 
the exterior door was stolen, and a sink in one of the 
restrooms was broken. The police officer reported that 
at least 15 to 20 windows were damaged in the house. 
Friday, March 30
2:35 p.m.: A student accidentally struck a university 
vehicle with his Chevrolet Malibu while crossing the 
intersection of Ringgold Road and Gorgas Drive. The 
two vehicles were driving south toward the Recreation, 
Education and Kinesiology Center when the student 
was unable to press the brakes because a water bottle 
had rolled underneath the brake pedal. The university 
vehicle did not sustain any damage; the Malibu 
sustained minor damages to its front and its right 
headlamp.
11:55 p.m.: A public safety officer reported that the 
Jacob Brown Auditorium lobby door was cracked. A 
visitor from St. Joseph Academy who had leased the 
auditorium  on March 28 said that the school had hired 
security guards and no one reported anyone cracking 
the door or that the door was even cracked. 
Sunday, April 10
 9 p.m.: Two students reported that their vehicles were 
burglarized while they were parked in the International 
Technology, Education and Commerce Center parking 
lot. One student reported that the passenger window 
of his Ford Ranger was broken and he was missing a 
blue Sony camera and a Texas Instruments model 84 
calculator. He stated that he saw four men leaving the 
ITECC area and walking toward Palm Boulevard, but 
did not witness any damage to the vehicles. Another 
student reported the driver’s window of her General 
Motors Co. pickup truck was broken. She did not report 
any items missing. The reporting officer noticed four 
other vehicles in the parking lot that had sustained 
damage; the officer said they belonged to the Mexican 
Consulate. Three of the vehicles had a broken driver’s 
window, and the other had minor scratches on the 
driver’s window. A university public safety officer stated 
that he attempted to get in contact with the four men 
who were inside the parking lot but he said they turned 
and ran away toward the railroad tracks. He said three 
of the men had T-shirts wrapped around their hands. 
--Compiled by Samantha Ruiz
EArTh DAy SET For ThurSDAy
The Earth Day Steering Committee 
at UTB/TSC will host Earth Day from 
8 a.m. to 3 p.m. Thursday at the Student 
Union veranda and lawn. Participating 
organizations will include Gladys Porter 
Zoo, Sabal Palms Sanctuary, Texas Parks 
and Wildlife, UTB/TSC Campus Police, 
Pledge to Go Green, Tipotex Chevrolet, 
Brownsville Urban System, UTB/TSC 
Sustainability Council, Gorgas Science 
Society, Angel’s Pet Rescue and many 
more. Activities will include information 
booths, bicycle safety, Brownsville 
Farmer’s Market, free food and drinks, 
music by UTB Radio and a free drawing 
for men’s and women’s bicycles. For more 
information, call the Office of Student 
Life at 882-5138.
ProFESSionAliSM ConFErEnCE 
The Title V STEM Learning 
Communities Program is accepting 
donations of gently used professional 
clothing, shoes and accessories for men 
and women of all sizes until Friday for its 
third annual Student Professionalism 
Conference--Dress for Success 
Professional Attire Show, scheduled 
April 24 on the Student Union lawn. The 
show will feature a variety of presentations 
and activities to guide students as they 
venture into the workplace, including a 
résumé clinic, interview do’s and don’ts and 
job searching skills. Students interested in 
modeling may e-mail gabriela.cavazos1@
utb.edu.
inTErESTED in lAW SChool?
The UTB/TSC Filemon B. Vela Pre-
Law Academy will accept applications 
for the summer 2012 session.  The 
academy prepares students for the law 
school application process, includes a 
full Kaplan LSAT prep course and orients 
the student for success in law school. The 
deadline for applications is April 23.  For 
more information, visit www.utb.edu/
vpaa/prelaw/Pages/default.aspx.
CliniCAl lAborATory SEMinAr
The Medical Laboratory 
Technology Program will host its 
fourth semiannual Rio Grande Valley 
Clinical Laboratory Updates 
Seminar from 8 a.m. to noon Saturday 
in the Education and Business Complex’s 
Salón Cassia. The purpose of this seminar 
is to provide laboratory professionals 
with the continuing education needed to 
maintain their certifications. Scheduled 
speakers are Jose Cavazos, “Leaders, 
Not Victims”; Marisol Hernandez, 
“HTLV-I and HTLV-II: a Retroviral 
Review”; Dr. Lorenzo Pelly, “The 
Laboratory’s Role in Transitions 
of Care”; and Associate Professor 
Daniele Provenzano, “Cholera.” 
In addition, the MLT program will host 
an open house from 10 a.m. to noon and 
from 3-5 p.m. April 25 in LHS-B 1.208. 
For more information, call MLT Program 
Director Consuelo Villalon at 882-5087 
or Secretary Tomasa V. Izaguirre at 
882-5010.
bikE rACE
Unlimited Sports Adventure will 
host Monte Bella 6-Hour Mountain 
Bike Race from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday 
at Monte Bella Trails Park on West Alton 
Gloor Boulevard. Registration ends at 7:30 
a.m. First, second and third places will be 
awarded in each category, which are solo: 
male, female and Clydesdale; teams: male, 
female, coed, male master (over 40) and 
open pee-wees (12 and younger). Water, 
Gatorade, fruit and snacks will be served. 
Registration is $50. For online registration, 
visit www.unlimitedsportsadventures.
com.
PArTy For ThE PlAnET
Gladys Porter Zoo will host Party 
for the Planet from 10 a.m. to 3 
p.m. Saturday. The zoo will spotlight 
chimpanzee conservation with activities, 
contests and displays in the special events 
building. Local organizations will also be 
present to discuss how visitors can make 
an impact on climate change in their own 
backyard. Admission is free with regular 
admission or zoo membership. For more 
information, call 546-7187 or visit www.
gpz.org.
‘ThE FAST AnD ThE Furry’
Gladys Porter Zoo will host “The 
Fast and the Furry” safari from 10 a.m. 
to noon Saturday inside the Gladys Porter 
Zoo Education Department. A zoo tour, 
snacks, materials and supplies are included 
in each class. The fee is $15 per child age 4 
and older or adult, and zoo members get a 
$5 discount. To register, call 548-9453 or 
download a registration form at www.gpz.
org. 
‘ChAnClAS AnD TChAikovSky’
The Brownsville Literacy Center 
will present Symphony in the Park: 
“Chanclas and Tchaikovsky” at 8 
p.m. Saturday in Washington Park in 
Brownsville. Tickets are $4 for children 
12 and younger, $8 for adults and $50 
for the VIP tent. Proceeds will benefit 
the Brownsville Literacy Center. To 
buy tickets, call 542-8080 or e-mail 
brownsvilleliteracy@yahoo.com.
ArChiTECTurE lECTurE 
Professor Elizabeth Louden, of the 
College of Architecture at Texas Tech 
University, will lecture on “Historic 
Preservation Case Studies Using 3-D 
Laser Scanning,” from 4:30 to 6 p.m. 
April 23 in the Education and Business 
Complex’s Salón Cassia, and “Using 
3-D Laser Scanning to Document a 
Historical Building in Downtown 
Brownsville,” from 9-11 a.m. April 24 
in the Cueto Building, 1301 E. Madison 
St. The lectures are sponsored by the UTB/
TSC Architecture Program and the 
Title V STEM Learning Communities 
Program. For more information, call the 
architecture program at 882-8868 or Title 
V at 882-7004. 
blooD DrivE
The RNSG 1261 Nursing Class and 
United Blood Services will host a 
blood drive from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. April 26 
in Cardenas Hall South 117 and Life and 
Health Sciences Building 1.602. You can 
help by donating blood or $25 or more. 
Proceeds will go to scholarships for UTB/
TSC students. To set up an appointment, 
call Bobbie Jo Brickley at (727) 744-
9690 or e-mail bjbrickley4@yahoo.com. 
Copy Editor
Héctor Aguilar
--Compiled by Magaly Rosales
ALWAYS KNOW
What's going on campus. 
See our weekly compilations 
of campus happenings.
Don’t expect to see any world literature classes in 
next fall’s course catalog. The University of Texas at 
Brownsville will offer only one new English course rather 
than the usual two.
“We are going to offer English 2341: 
Forms of Literature and that class is 
going to replace World Lit I and World 
Lit II,” English Department Chair Javier 
Martinez told The Collegian via telephone 
interview last Wednesday. 
This change in the English 
Department’s course offering is a step in 
a new direction, Martinez explained, and 
will benefit students and professors by making lesson 
deliveries modern and more dynamic.
“It’s a positive change,” he said. “I think students will 
get a lot out of the class. We will be focusing on poetry, on 
drama, on fiction, even the essay.” 
Martinez said the main reason for this change is that 
The Student Government 
Association is supporting 
a referendum in which 
students will decide whether 
to assess themselves an 
environmental services fee.
During its meeting 
last Tuesday, the senate 
passed Resolution 22, 
allowing students to vote 
on the Green Fund for 
Sustainability.
“Just to know, you’re 
not approving the Green 
Fund,” said resolution 
sponsor Joshua Law. “All 
you’re approving is letting 
the students vote on this. 
… Just give the students a 
right to their voice.”
The Green Fund’s origins 
stem from the Texas 
Legislature’s passing of 
House Bill 3353, which 
provides the board of 
regents the ability to 
charge each student an 
environmental service 
fee “if the fee has been 
approved by a majority vote 
of the students enrolled 
at the institution who 
participate in a general 
student election called for 
that purpose.”
 “We are one of the last 
schools to have this done in 
the UT System,” said Law, 
chair of the university’s 
Sustainability Council. 
“Every other school has 
already moved forward 
with this … and have 
already started to see the 
benefits.”
The SGA asked Law what 
the Green Fund would 
entail for students.
Law replied that the 
Green Fund would be a 
“donation” of $5 by each 
student, each semester, for 
no more than five years. 
The money would 
fund environmental 
improvements such 
as “recycling, energy 




and maintenance, or 
irrigation; or provide 
matching funds for grants 
to obtain environmental 
improvements described by 
subdivision.”
Students would see a 
reduction in the cost of 
attending school because 
of the savings generated by 
the green improvements, 
Law said.
A petition will be 
conducted during the 
Earth Day celebration 
Friday, where signatures 
collected will be used 
to exact a place on the 
ballot during Freshman 
Elections next fall. (In 
addition, Vice President 
for Student Affairs Hilda 
Silva must also approve the 
referendum.) Ten percent 
of signatures from the 
student body equivalent 
to 680 people are needed 
according to Layshauni 
Rodriguez, clerk for the 
Sustainability Council. 
The SGA’s VP 
of Administration 
Normalinda Reyna Vera 
told the senate that what 
they were voting for was 
“a steppingstone to tell the 
students unaware that they 
do have a voice in what is 
[the university’s] future.”
After Law’s appeal to 
the SGA, President Arturo 
Guerra motioned for an 
amendment to be placed 
as a co-sponsor of the 
resolution, which was 
passed by a majority of the 
senate. 
In other business, Thelma 
Sullivan, the Student 
Success Center’s assistant 
director, and Jennifer 
Veraduzco, a student 
development specialist 
for the ASPIRE Program, 
explained the services 
offered by their respective 
programs, including 
tutoring in reading, writing 
and math; scholarships; 
academic advising; career 
counseling and, financial 
assistance programs for 
those who are on financial 
aid. 
For more information 
about the Student Success 
Center and ASPIRE, visit 
http://bit.ly/HN3Nsb. 
April 16, 2012
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SGA votes to support a vote on $5 environmental services charge
By Michelle Serrano
THE COLLEGIAN
Live Here, Save Money!
Open FOrum
Student Life will conduct an open forum on the 
UT-Brownsville mascot from 12:15 to 1 p.m. Friday at 
the Student Union veranda. Students are encouraged 
to bring signs and express their views on which mascot 
should be selected to represent the university. Free 
refreshments will be served. For more information, 
call Student Life Director Sergio Martinez at 882-
5138 or e-mail sergio.martinez3@utb.edu.
DOOr DecOrating cOntest
 The Office of Student Life will host a Mascot 
Door Decorating Contest through April 25. All 
campus departments and registered student 
organizations are encouraged to participate. Mascot 
choices include the ocelot, vaquero, bull shark, 
jaguarundi and parrot. To participate, decorate your 
door using one of the mascots as your theme, then 
call Cristina Rivera at 882-5111 or e-mail cristina.
rivera@utb.edu. A staff member will be sent to take a 
photograph of your door and post it on UTB’s Facebook 
page. Student organizations may decorate doors 
located in the Office of Student Life 2.10. Voting 
will take place online via www.facebook.com/utb.tx. 
The winner will be chosen by the number of likes on 
their photo. The top winner will receive a pizza party 
for their department/registered student organization 
(up to 10 people).  
Campus  green  fee?
SGA President Arturo Guerra (left) seeks an amendment to Resolution 22 (Campus Green Fund) that would make him its co-sponsor. Also shown are Vice President of 
Accounting and Finance Pedro Rangel and Vice President of Administration Normalinda Reyna Vera. 
Joshua Law, founder and chair of the 
Green Initiative Committee, speaks 
in support of a referendum to assess 
students a fee to enhance UTB/TSC’s 
environmental sustainability. The 
Student Government Association voted 
in favor of a resolution supporting a 
referendum on the proposal. 
JOE MOLINA/collegian photos
MASCOT EVENTS
By Joe Molina  
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New course wipes out both 
world literature sections
Keeping up with 
the Longhorns 
 See COURSE, Page  6
Javier Martinez
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last schools 
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“As far as our mascot, the Cavalry. I chose that one 
because it relates to the past history 
of this place, Fort Brown, and the 
military and everything that 
was here. If people ask, ‘Why 
the Cavalry?’ we can give them 
the whole history of the place. … 
That’s basically why I chose it, and 
it sounds cool, too.”   
Alex Benavidez 
Senior history education major 
More business tutors 
“My issue would be to have more tutors for the 
business majors, because right now we 
just have two tutors for accounting 
and decision analysis. I think that 
would be something really good 
for us, because a lot of people are 
having trouble with their business 
subjects.”    
Alejandra Luna 
Junior business management major 
The woes of bureaucracy
@utbcollegian Why does the college in general give 
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>> Tell us what you think about university, local, state, national or 
global politics. 
This is the venue to express your opinion. 
Send your e-mail to collegian@utb.edu.
Policy
Letters to the editor must include the name, classification and phone number of the 
author or the letter cannot be published. Opinions expressed in The Collegian are those 
of writers and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Collegian or UTB/TSC admin-
istrators. The editor reserves the right to edit the letters. Send your letters to collegian@
utb.edu.
Problemas con ayuda financiera
Desde que se está separando UTB con TSC, han 
generado bastantes problemas. Por 
ejemplo, la controversia de donde 
van a quedar los programas, si 
en el community college o en la 
universidad. Y esto me ha estado 
afectando directamente porque mi 
esposa está tomando una carrera 
de dos años y supuestamente 
parece que se va a quedar con el 
community college. Pero mientras se están 
separando, pues hay problemas con … financial aid. 
… Hay ciertos [subsidios] que ya no aplican con ella 
porque nadie se quiere echar realmente la paleta 
de quien se va a quedar con el programa, porque si 
pasa algún problema pues claro no quieren quedarse 
ellos siendo los responsables. La otra cosa es que 
programas como el de ella… que por lo regular se 
toma una clase por mes. … Cuando nosotros vamos 
y aplicamos para ese tipo de programas en Financial 
Aid, ellos te dicen, ‘Sabes que, para esta clase, como 
nada más vas a tomar una sola el primer mes, haz de 
cuenta tú no eres para nosotros una estudiante de 
tiempo completo y no te podemos dar el [subsidio] 
completo.’ Pero claro que realmente sí lo eres porque 
vas a tomar las cuatro clases que serían regularmente 
en el semestre completo. Entonces ellos nos empiezan 
a dar el dinero por partes y eso es un problema para 
nosotros porque no podemos estar pagándole a UTB 
por partes tampoco. Nosotros tenemos que juntar el 
dinero de un solo pago y eso, pues, es difícil, ¿verdad?”
Victor Mendez 
Graduado de UTB/TSC 2011 
--Compiled by Marlane Ashley Rodriguez
--Photos by Joe Molina
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While searching through the dictionary for the 
“correct” meaning of happiness I found several 
interesting definitions. The Oxford Dictionary defines 
happy as “having a sense of confidence in or satisfaction 
with a person, arrangement or situation.” 
Merriam-Webster defines happiness as a “state 
of well-being and contentment” or a “pleasurable or 
satisfying experience.” Both dictionaries define the 
word with different connotations, the first more social, 
the other individualistic and so it seems to me that the 
latter (individualistic) is the most popular definition. 
Individual and ephemeral happiness is what tends 
to characterize Western ideology. We may search for 
happiness in a new relationship or we may try a new 
drink with a new flavor. We may indeed go out to shop 
and buy new clothes or eat a bigger hamburger, but 
how long does this joy last? Not long, I can assure you, 
for we are left wanting more and feeling emptier. My 
friends, this constitutes an ideological and institutional 
dilemma, for we live in a system that does not perpetuate 
happiness and has erased the concept from its ultimate 
goals. Our market economy and our industrialized 
global institutions have failed to create a stable and 
strong society that should take care of it own citizens. 
Rather than creating a healthy environment, the 
system has also failed to provide us with a strong social 
conscience that would enable us to seek happiness in the 
collective.
True happiness, after all, cannot be accomplished 
without a collective effort; for we cannot be truly 
happy and enjoy life while as a nation we invade and 
ransack other countries, killing and harming millions of 
innocents. Happiness then cannot be accomplished in a 
far corner of the world, but in totality as a human species 
under one system that unifies all cultures, religions and 
which provides basic resources for a healthy human 
experience such as food, health, housing, etc.
Carlos Gutiérrez is a junior sociology major and 
president of the Sociology Club. You may send 
comments to danielmannix@hotmail.com.
By Carlos Gutiérrez
In pursuit of 
happiness
In the oversaturated world of electro-indie-blogroll 
jams, substance, keen vocal skill and plain awesomeness 
are hard to find. 
One of the more prolific artists inhabiting that world 
is Chairlift. After all, Apple picked up their love-pop 
hit “Bruises” and used it for their “nano-chromatic” 
commercial back in 2008, giving the group massive 
exposure and 2 million views on YouTube. 
Their performance at SXSW at The Mohawk in Austin 
highlighted Caroline Polachek’s superb singing skills 
(and stunning beauty). She, unlike some artists at SXSW, 
provided the same resonating and hauntingly beautiful 
vocals that make Chairlift’s mp3s stand out. 
The group’s album “Something” (2012, Kanine 
Records) serves up a divergent dose of beats that bring 
back the late ’70s and early ’80s and also sees Polachek’s 
vocals mature. “Sidewalk Safari” opens the album with 
a strong, fun, fast rhythm that makes you want to run 
your fingers across your eyes like John Travolta in “Pulp 
Fiction.” 
Chairlift’s use of synthesizers deserves praise with 
the xylophonelike cascading prevalent in “Wrong 
Opinion.” Another hit is their single “Amanaemonesia” 
with Polachek hitting different tones across the song’s 
length. It’s a fast tune with a quirky rhyme scheme that 
ultimately showcases Polacheck’s ability to roll words off 
her tongue effortlessly with a mesmerizing grapple. 
The party doesn’t stop there. “Met Before,” a rendition 
of which the group performed flawlessly on stage at The 
Mohawk, pumps you up with the sound that hearkens an 
image of a car gliding down the road at 100 miles per 
hour (yes, it’s that trippy). 
Although this album doesn’t contain as many social 
critiques as “Does You Inspire You” (2009, Sony), with 
the cool, calm eye-opener “Garbage” (So much garbage 
will never ever decay/And all your garbage will outlive 
you one day/You should sign a fancy signature to your 
messy, messy portraiture), “Grown Up Blues” does a 
similar job. 
It lays out the philosophical problem of the extended 
adolescence we 20-somethings to 30-somethings face. 
What are we doing with our, compared to the rest of 
the world, carefree lives? Are we bogged down by our 
everyday niceties? Do we love and love and that’s it? Do 
we face the blues or just live with them? 
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Rediscovering what made Chairlift rise
t h e  b l a c k  &  W h i t e
Above: Moncada’s sister, Libby Moncada, sells additional prints during the exhibit. 
Dancinatra is shown in one of the many prints available for purchase.
Below, right: “Roundup” is part of Moncada’s “Carnival” series.
Below, left: Dozens of people attended the opening night of “Holga 15.”
Senior art major Andrew Moncada showcases his collection of 
camera prints during the opening reception for “Holga 15” last 
Wednesday in the Arnulfo L. Oliveira Memorial Library. Moncada used 
the vintage-style camera to capture nature, a circus, carnival and live 
music. The free exhibit is on display until April 30.
Michelle Serrano/collegian photos
Reblog.
See more photos and add them to your Tumblog. 
utbcollegian.tumblr.com
Auditions for the upcoming Brownsville independent 
film “The Worst Day Off” will be conducted from 3 to 5 
p.m. Wednesday and from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Thursday at the 
Gazebos on the UTB/TSC campus.
Communication majors Leonardo Chavez, a sophomore, 
and Josue Rodriguez, a senior, have completed the script 
for their dramedy, “The Worst Day Off.” The film follows 
the adventures of Steven on his day off from work, with 
his friend Ron joining in on the fun. During their city 
excursion, the pair is mistakenly targeted for kidnapping 
by hit men who work for the CEO of a company that is 
involved in the black market. The film changes pace at this 
point, evolving into a dramatic cat-and-mouse chase that 
leaves the henchmen desperate and the CEO relentless of 
their capture.
Chavez is the film’s director and Rodriguez, its director 
of photography.
Those interested in auditioning are asked to bring a 
monologue and their best acting skills for the casting 
panel. Experience in the performing arts is preferred 
but not necessary. For more information, e-mail 
Chavez at leonardo_ch91@yahoo.com or Rodriguez at 
riograndempvp@hotmail.com. 
By Miguel angel roberts
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Auditions set for students' 
indie dramedy 
“Bang Bang You’re DeaD” 
Dingbat Productions will present “Bang Bang You’re 
Dead” at 7 and 9 p.m. Friday in the SET-B Lecture Hall. The play 
by William Mastrosimone is about a high school student who 
kills his parents and five classmates and aims to raise awareness 
of the origins of school violence. Tickets are $3 for students and 
pre-sale, $5 at the door.
Dancinatra will also perform, 
as well as favorite local DJ’s 
Samo Nova and DJ Kyzer. The 
event, which is held on East 
13th Street between Elizabeth 
and Levee streets, starts at 6 
p.m. and ends at 1 a.m. Tickets are priced at $10 and can be 
purchased at the door at the Galleria 409 on East 13th Street. 
For the all audiophiles, after the block party ends, disco 
house DJ, Go Go Bizkitt! will play at Philly’s Americana 
Cheesesteaks, 2155 N. Expy., Suite G, until 2:30 a.m. to close 
off Friday’s festivities.
A mash of more homegrown talent continues Saturday 
in case you didn’t have enough fun. Make your way over 
to UTB/TSC’s Student Union to scope out even more local 
artists. The Student Radio Club will host a huge music 
festival called “Rock ’N’ Beats II.”
 Featuring more than 50 bands on four stages, with music 
playing simultaneously depending on what you want to 
hear; heavy rock music will be played at the stage on the 
lawn, indie rock on the stage in front of the Student Union 
and dance music on the middle stage. Catering to different 
musical tastes, the Student Radio Club also invited several 
hip-hop acts to perform at the event.
Local vendors will sell food and other specialty items, 
localizing the event even further by inviting small businesses 
to participate.
“We all support the local music scene and we want it to get 
the exposure it needs,” Student Radio Club President Carlos 
Solitaire III told The Collegian.
Solitaire explained that a lot of bands “have the same 
story,” they love to play music but aren’t able to book any 
shows. For this reason, Rock ’N’ Beats is featuring new bands 
that will play debut shows to give them the opportunity to 
perform in front of an audience.
The free event starts at 2 p.m. and ends at midnight.
Considering all the bands that are performing at this 
event and the Border Block Party, it is more than clear that 
there is, in fact, a music scene in Brownsville, and all it needs 
is an outlet.
These two events are concurrent with the three-day 
Brownsville EarthFest 2012 presented by the Rio Bravo 
Wildlife Institute. From 9 a.m. Friday to 7 a.m. Saturday, you 
can be part of the “Love Re-Evolution” an all-night campout 
and concert. Everyone is invited to bring a tent, a picnic and 
maybe a drum for the Saturday sunrise drum circle. 
To continue this organic festivity, you can participate in 
Saturday’s “No-Gas Parade,” a celebration of your alternative 
transportation creations in a procession from Lincoln Park 
to Linear Park that starts at 9:30 a.m. and ends at 11 a.m. 
Also on Saturday, a healthy kids cook-off will take place from 
9 a.m. to noon at the Farmer’s Market in Linear Park, where 
you can cook a dish for your school, church, or team and win 
up to $500. You can also relax at the EarthFest Concert and 
Festival from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. the same day while enjoying 
musical acts, zumba and delicious food. 
Sunday’s last day of Love Re-Evolution at Lincoln Park 
also marks the final day of EarthFest 2012. According to the 
event’s Facebook page, it “will bring educational activities, 
musical and artistic acts together for a day of family fun.”
Now that Brownsville is offering a variety of entertaining 
events, the only question left for this weekend is, will you be 
able to keep up?
PARTY
Continued from Page 1
UTB/TSC unveiled its 
new scientific visualization 
facility in front of IBM 
Corp. representatives and 
members of the campus 
community on April 5. 
About 60 people attended 
the ceremony in the SET-B 
computer lab to see the 
tallest visualization cluster 
in Texas. The equipment 
has an accompanying wall-
mounted high definition 
interactive touch screen 
system and offers four 
times the resolution of an 
IMAX.
According to the 
university’s webpage, this 
visualization center can be 
used to see maps to study 
growth and environmental 
issues, computer modeling 
and science, technology, 
social sciences and 
computer science research 
and simulations.
 “It is important to get a 
grasp of all the information 
during a project using a 
visual scope, and that is 
what [the screen] Novus 
offers faculty and students,” 
said Juan Iglesias-León, 
associate professor and 
chair of the Computer 
and Information Sciences 
Department. “They will 
also be able to interact with 
the data and manipulate 
the screen without being 
attached to a specific 
device.”
The screen is 26 feet long 
and 12 feet high.
“This screen is the third-
largest [in Texas] in terms 
of resolution and the second 
one in terms of number of 
displays,” Iglesias-León 
said.
Novus is used for 
educational and research 
purposes.
Several computer science 
courses, such as Computer 
Graphics and Human-
Computer Interaction, 
will be improved with this 
equipment.
“We are planning to apply 
computer science to areas 
like Liberal Arts,” he said. 
“So the facility will be used 
all across the university.”
The webpage 
w e b d e s i g n e r d e p o t .
com, gives examples 
of the innovations the 
visualization cluster has to 
offer.
In the field of music, 
there are projects that 
will allow people to hear 
an image or to represent 
a sound visually. In 
communication, people are 
putting global information 
in one single place. In 
biomedical research, they 
are looking at tiny particles 
in the brain or in a molecule 
to explore. 
“The new computers that 
we keep seeing more and 
more react to our voice, 
movements and face,” 
Iglesias-León said.
The screen is connected to 
a specialized supercomputer 
made of 1,000 processing 
units called GPUs, or 
graphical processing units, 
which control the entire 
visualization wall.
This server is then 
connected to another 
supercomputer called 
Futuro, the largest 
supercomputer facility in 
South Texas.
The acquisition was 
made possible by a $40,000 
Faculty Award IBM granted 
to Iglesias-León. The server 
was purchased with a grant 
from the U.S. Education 
Department.
U T - B r o w n s v i l l e 
President Juliet V. García 
thanked IBM for the award 
during the unveiling. 
“This will be an 
important tool for 
many of our programs, 
from bioinformatics to 
computational physics and 
chemistry,” García said in a 
news release from the Office 
of News & Information.
The computer lab is 
located in SET-B 1508. 
Faculty and students are 
welcome to use the lab. 
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Americans pretty much 
vote on target with their 
population percentage. 
A s i a n - A m e r i c a n s 
[represent] 4 percent [of 
the state’s population but] 
only 1.3 percent of Asian-
Americans turn out to 
vote.”
Miller said “clearly, 
people of color, other than 
African-Americans, who 
are the unique class in that 
group, do not turn out to 
vote.”
She said voters do not 
connect the public policies 
that affect them with the 
polls and they don’t think 
their vote will matter.
Part of the reason 
why people don’t vote is 
because they don’t have the 
time to, Miller said. They 
get caught up with school, 
or they have kids, or work.
“Voting doesn’t make 
the priority list,” she said, 
“like paying bills makes 
the priority list, picking up 
the kids at the right time. … 
It takes an effort made to 
touch the voter and remind 
them, encourage them 
and make a connection to 
them.”
For a long time political 
parties have not made 
the effort to reach out to 
the voters, and have been 
ignoring them, Miller said.
People need to get 
into the habit of voting, 
and because there is no 
outreach to voters, the 
habit never starts.
Some disappointing 
statistics are that 70 
percent of those eligible to 
vote in Texas have never 
voted.
“This means that the 
concerns of 18- to 30-year-
olds will not have weighed 
with our elected officials, 
end of discussion,” Miller 
said. “If they don’t think 
you’re going to vote, they 
don’t care what your issues 
are.”
Because Texas is such 
a large state, textbook 
publishers cater to the state 
and instead of reprinting 
what other states may want 
in their textbooks, they sell 
those same books, Miller 
said.
Basically, the Texas State 
Board of Education decides 
what students across the 
nation learn, and only 8 
percent of people in Texas 
know who the members of 
the board are.
April Flores, president of 
the student chapter of the 
Texas Freedom Network 
on campus, hopes that 
through this workshop, 
students will have obtained 
the skills they need to 
effectively run a campaign 
and bring awareness of the 
board of education.
“It’s not really known 
what they do, and people 
don’t know the effect that 
they have on Texas public 
schools,” Flores said.
By joining the Student 
Government Association, 
the Center for Civic 
Engagement or the 
Student Chapter of the 
Texas Freedom Network, 
students can start to get 
involved in government, 
Flores said.
Students interested in 
joining the chapter may 
contact Flores at april@
tfn.org or visit the Texas 
Freedom Network through 
Facebook or on its website, 
tfn.org. 
VOTE
Continued from Page 1
Kathy Miller, president of the Texas 
Freedom Network, addresses UTB/TSC 
students and staff, about voter turnout 
and Texas government issues March 31 
in Cortez Hall.
Christopher peña/Collegian
he and some members of 
the department have felt 
for some time the need 
to re-examine how the 
sophomore literature class 
was being delivered. 
He said the historical and 
chronological approach to 
literature is something UT-
Brownsville wants to move 
away from and believes 
instructors will have the 
opportunity to focus more 
on literary themes and 
ideas. English professors 
will be able to pull lessons 
from a variety of literatures 
across the entire spectrum 
of literary history. 
“We think that makes 
for a more dramatic 
classroom,” Martinez 
said. “... It also plays to the 
individual strengths of the 
professor, as well.”
He believes this 
change will have UT-
Brownsville fall in line 
with what UT-Austin and 
other universities across 
the nation have already 
implemented. 
“We want to be as 
contemporary and as 
forward-looking as we can 
possibly be in our courses,” 
Martinez said, “especially 
now, as we move toward 
being a stand-alone, four-
year institution.”
Asked if the number of 
faculty who teach world 
literature will be reduced, 
he replied no. The number 
of sections that are available 
for World Literature I and 
II will be the same number 
of sections available for the 
new course. 
“We are not going to 
cut the offerings in half,” 
Martinez said. “It’s just one 
class [but] with the same 
number of courses.”
He predicts the new 
course will lighten both the 
financial and material load 
for students and make way 
for more technology-based 
instruction such as e-text 
and using Blackboard 
as a vehicle to deliver 
instructional materials. 
“It’ll help us get 
away from those very 
expensive and very heavy 
anthologies,” Martinez 
said. “... Students should 
know that we do think 
about those things because 
we know that money is tight 
and we don’t want students 
to be lugging around these 
[books] that cost $90, $100 
and that they are so long 
and that they cover so much 
material. It’s impossible to 
cover even one-tenth of the 
stuff in there. Those books 
are 1,500 pages long. How 
could we possibly read all 
that stuff?” 
COURSE
Continued from Page 3
Nieves Rodríguez and Juan López 
attend the Easter Sunday dinner served 
April 8 at the Church of the Advent, 
Episcopal, located at 104 W. Elizabeth 
St. The church hosts a community 
meal the second Sunday of the month 
as part of its neighborhood ministry, 
which was started in August 2009, 
according to church member John 
Williamson.
Sharing an Easter dinner
héCtor aguilar/Collegian
By Viridiana Zúñiga 
SPANISH EDITOR
New 3-D, high-definition screen changes teaching and research on campus 
Juan Iglesias-León, associate professor and chair of the Computer and Information 
Sciences Department, presents the university's new visualization center to a crowd of 60 





f o r u m , 
subsequently 
laid out the rules for posting in the Facebook 
group, declaring “any post that is not related 
to the University or the SGA itself will be 
deleted, repeated violations of this will result 
in the removal from anyone from this page.”
The online melee saw one of the biggest 
exchanges since the forum’s inception, with 
proponents and opponents both ‘liking’ 
and commenting on their own personal 
viewpoints.
The Collegian sought comment from 
Young two weeks ago. She cooperated 
amicably until asked to meet in person. 
Young subsequently changed her privacy 
settings followed by a complete deletion of 
her account. 
From Young’s Facebook The Collegian 
was able to gather information from her 
public posts and activity that pointed to 
the creation of the account the last week of 
March, the week of SGA elections. Young’s 
activity showed a large increase in friend-
adding activity followed by school affiliation 
changes to UTB/TSC. Between random 
postings, she reminded Facebook friends not 
to vote for Guerra.
The Collegian called the Human Resources 
Department and asked whether Young is 
employed by the university. A department 
official said no person by such name works 
for the university.
The Collegian also sought to corroborate 
the existence of Young through interviews 
with those who were friends with her on 
Facebook. According to those interviewed, 
they did not know Young personally and 
FACEBOOK
Continued from Page 1
 See FACEBOOK, Page  12
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1401 East Washington Street
Brownsville, TX  
(956) 982-0445
www.talecrisplasma.com 
Monday:  8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.
Tuesday:  8:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday:  8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Thursday:  8:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Friday:  8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Saturday:  8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.
Earn $100 this week 
Donate your plasma at Talecris Plasma Resources to 
help save the lives of patients worldwide and earn 
up to $100 this week as a new donor.
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Name: The Communication Council, aka Comm Council
Purpose: To promote the Communication program at UTB/TSC through service 
to the university and the community. 
Established: 2005
President: Normalinda Reyna Vera
Vice President: Aarin Hartwell
Secretary: Monica Sosa
Treasurer: Kaitlin Lara
Adviser: Associate Professor John Cook
Activities: Preparing for the production, “Oscar Wilde,” starring Cook and 
Communication Professor William Strong, at 7:30 p.m. April 26 and 27 in the 
SET-B Lecture Hall. Tickets are $5 for students and $10 for the public. Proceeds 
go to support the Dr. Walter Pierce Scholarship fund and the Comm Council’s 
service projects. 
Meetings: 2 p.m. every Monday in the Student Union’s Salón Gardenia 
Membership requirements: Regular meeting attendance, interest in service, 
promoting communication and maintaining a minimum grade-point average of 
2.75 or higher.  
Dues: $20 a year.  
For more information: Reyna at normalindareyna08@gmail.com.
---Compiled by Marlane Ashley Rodriguez 
Members of the Communication Council include (front row, from left) Melissa Ramirez, Secretary Monica Sosa and Maggie San 
Roman. Second row: Treasurer Kaity Lara and Marifer Posadas. Third row: President Normalinda Reyna Vera, Vice President Aarin 





Watch the interview with the club's officers.
Name: Paulina Peña 
Classification:  Freshman 
Major: Diagnostic medical sonography 
Clothing: blouse, Forever 21 ($28); shorts, South Padre Island store ($32); 
shoes, Forever 21 ($28)
Accessories: sunglasses, Ray-Ban ($150); purse, Carolina Herrera ($480); 
earrings, Charming Charlie ($9); bracelet, Mexico ($10) 
Who/what inspires your style? “Comfort.” 
Describe your style in three words: “Comfy, friendly and girly.” 










   Lotus Café   
      at Boca Chica   
      
     ℡: (956) 982-1888 
 
 
Experience the Best Chinese Cuisine in Town
www.lotuscafe.us 
☆  Seasonal Seafood Specials 
☆  Cooked fresh by your ordering 
☆  Traditional table service 
☆  Amazing prices 
Dine-in, Takeout & Delivery 
2489 Boca Chica Blvd. 
Thank You!
Brownsville Herald Readers 
for selecting us as 2010 & 2011 
Favorite Oriental Food
--Compiled by Marlane Ashley Rodriguez
--Photos by Christopher Peña
SHOTS & 
LABELS
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“Like” us on Facebook.
facebook.com/utbcollegian  
 
Name: John Cook 
Title: Associate Professor of Communication 
Hometown: Born in Memphis, Tenn., but grew up in Baton Rouge, La. 
Degrees: Bachelor’s and master’s in speech from Louisiana State University and 
doctorate in interpersonal and organizational communication from University of 
North Texas.  
Number of years working at UTB/TSC: 7 
Teaches: Leadership 
communication, gender and 
communication, difficult 
dialogues for value and diversity, 
communication and conflict 
management, interpersonal 
communication, organizational 
communication and  training and 
development. 
Purpose of class: “Is to prepare people for a variety of careers, and also, that 
they might have more success in not only in their professional life communicating, 
but in their personal life.” 
Favorite subject: “I like them all. I think that the more we focus on issues of 
personal interest and personal growth, the more interested I am in teaching that 
particular unit in any course.” 
Hobbies:  “I love to go to the gym every morning. I do that Monday through 
Friday and I’m deeply involved in my church where I’m lay minister.” Cook, 
who has an ordination certificate, has been a lay minister at Unity Church in 
Brownsville since 2004. “I spoke at other Unity churches in Austin and in Florida 
when I lived there,” he said. “I preach once a month.”
Interests: “Aside from exercise and religion, I really enjoy the book show that 
I do for the radio. I love interviewing book authors I find especially topics on 
religion and interpersonal relations and politics to be of interest to me,” Cook said. 
Cook and William Strong, professor of communication at UTB/TSC, host a radio 
show, “Good Books,” that airs at 3 p.m. Sunday and 7:30 p.m. Thursday on KMBH-
FM (88.9). 
Previous occupations: Cook has been in corporate sales for Dell Computer in 
Round Rock, trainer and management consultant in Florida, motivational speaker 
for business professionals and leadership conferences; managed a training force in 
Palm Coast, Fla.  
---Compiled by Marlane Ashley Rodriguez  --Photo by Miguel Angel Roberts
Dr. Cook
INTereSTINg FaCT: 
“I like to cook, and I’m very 
good at cooking Cajun, 
Italian and Mexican food.” 
As UTB and TSC’s 
separation nears, many 
students are wondering 
if there is a big-university 
feeling coming our way. 
The Greek organizations on 
campus believe so and are 
preparing for it. 
Created earlier this 
semester, the Greek 
Council is a group formed 
by representatives from 
the five registered Greek 
organizations on campus: 
fraternities Mu Alpha Nu 
and Tau Kappa Epsilon and 
sororities Sigma Psi Delta, 
Omega Gamma Rho and 
Kappa Omega.
Senior history major and 
Greek Council President 
Rolando Ocañas believes 
the council is the key to 
uniting all Greeks on 
campus. 
“The Greek Council is 
formed because as our 
respective societies believe, 
we are stronger together 
than we are apart,” Ocañas 
said. “Greek life has been 
slowly growing for the last 
couple of years. Since then, 
we have seen the numbers 
multiplying, which is a 
good thing, but the general 
population doesn’t seem to 
notice just yet. And that’s 
what we want to do as the 
council; we want to change 
the culture.”
Representatives from 
fraternities and sororities 
at UTB/TSC meet to keep 
everyone on the same page, 
keep information current 
and to get things done in a 
timely manner.
“Before, they were kind of 
doing their own thing and 
now through Greek Council 
I am starting to see that 
they are really uniting and 
having a common purpose 
and message,” Student Life 
Director Sergio Martinez 
said.
The council also serves 
as a liaison between the 
Office of Student Life and 
the Greek organizations for 
planning student and civic 
engagement activities.
The Greek Council’s 
purpose is to “let students 
know that there is Greek 
life on campus, that we 
want to become a big 
part of this college, of 
this campus,” said Eva 
Robles, a sophomore 
bilingual generalist in early 
childhood through sixth 
major and vice president 
of the Greek Council. 
“Our purpose is to inform 
students that we are here, 
and [to] recruit students.” 
Future activities of the 
Greek Council are still in 
the planning process but 
they include a Greek Week 
next fall, which will help 
promote Greek life to new 
students. 
“We want it to be big, 
we want it to be fun and 
we want to get noticed,” 
Robles said. “We want all 
these upcoming freshmen 
to know that there is 
something here for them. 
They can make friends and 
if they need help, we will be 
there.” 
During Greek Week 
students will be able to 
meet members of Greek 
organizations, participate 
in the Greek Ball, as 
well as in community 
service activities and the 
Greek Games, a friendly 
competition between the 
fraternities and sororities.
“That will serve to bring 
us together as individual 
organizations or also for 
the student body to realize 
that there is more to 
fraternities and sororities 
than what they see on TV,” 
Ocañas said.
Two members of each 
Greek organization serve 
on the council for a total 
of 12 delegates. The 
representatives also must 
be in good standing with 
their organization and 
UTB/TSC in general. 
The Greek Council meets 
at 2 p.m. every other Friday 
in the Student Union’s 
Student Organization 




Fraternities, sororities form council 
to amp up recruitment efforts
“We have seen the numbers 
multiplying, which is 
a good thing, but the 
general population 





Greek Council Vice President Eva Robles, President Rolando Ocañas and member Layshauni Rodriguez discuss changes in the 
organization’s constitution during a meeting April 6.
Jennifer Lemus, a health services technology senior, displays the Scholastic Excellence Award certificate she received last 
Tuesday night in the SET-B Lecture Hall. Shown with Lemus are UT-Brownsville President Juliet V. García (left) and Allied Health 
Program Director Marti Flores. Lemus was among 95 students recognized during the Scholastic Excellence Awards ceremony.
Sweet recognition
@ utbcollegian.com
See all the winners' names and what program recognized the hardworking Scorpions.
MIGUEL ANGEL ROBERTS/collegian
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HAIL STORM
DALLAS--Maintenance crews worked last 
Thursday to clear roads after a storm dumped several 
inches of hail on parts of the Texas Panhandle, 
trapping motorists in muddy drifts that were waist-
to-shoulder high. The storm left so much hail in its 
wake that workers had to use snow plows to clear the 
piles from the road. “It was crazy,” National Weather 
Service Meteorologist Justyn Jackson said about the 
strange storm, which hit last Wednesday afternoon. 
The hail was “real small” but there was a lot of it in 
a concentrated area, accumulating 2- to 4-feet deep, 
he said. The rural area where the storm struck was 
mainly ranch land, about 25 miles north of Amarillo 
and south of Dumas. Rainwater gushed across the 
parched land, washing dirt and then mud into the 
hail, pushing it all onto U.S. 287, Potter County Sheriff 
Brian Thomas said. 
HOUSTON COP SENTENCED
HOUSTON--A former Houston police officer 
convicted of taking a $2,000 bribe to escort a cocaine 
shipment through the metro area while in uniform 
in his police cruiser was sentenced last Thursday to 
15 years and eight months in federal prison. Leslie 
Aikens’ sentence was the minimum under federal 
guidelines that called for up to 19 years and seven 
months in prison. The 47-year-old also must pay a 
$5,000 fine and will be on probation for five years 
once his prison term is completed. Aikens’ lawyers 
had asked the judge to waive the guidelines and be 
more lenient. He refused. 
OFFSHORE SLICK
NEW ORLEANS--A 10-mile sheen of oil off 
Louisiana’s coast appeared to be dissipating as 
unmanned underwater vessels continued to search for 
its source, a federal agency and Royal Dutch Shell PLC 
said last Thursday. The sheen, described by the Coast 
Guard earlier last Thursday as about a mile wide and 
10 miles long, was spotted last Wednesday afternoon 
in the area of two Shell production platforms. But the 
oil giant said it’s confident the oil didn’t come from its 
operations. The company was aiding federal agencies 
by using two remotely controlled underwater vessels 
to check for any leaks in plugged wells or naturally 
occurring seepages from beneath the sea floor. 
EXXON MOBIL EXECUTIVE PAY
NEW YORK--Exxon Mobil gave its top executive 
a 17 percent increase in compensation last year, as 
the oil giant posted one of its most profitable years 
on record. Rex Tillerson, 60, received a pay package 
worth $25.2 million, up from $21.5 million in 2010, 
according to an AP analysis of a regulatory filing last 
Thursday. Tillerson received an annual salary of $2.4 
million, a bonus of $4.4 million and stock awards 
worth $17.9 million. He also received $519,230 in 
miscellaneous compensation including life insurance, 
personal security, personal use of company aircraft, 
and financial planning. 
REDDY ICE FILES FOR BANKRUPTCY
DALLAS--Reddy Ice Holdings Inc., which makes 
packaged ice, filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection 
last Thursday as it tries to improve its financial footing 
for the future. The Dallas-based company said that its 
business has been hurt by softer economic conditions, 
increased commodity costs and heavy debt levels. The 
company said that it filed for bankruptcy protection 
with the support of its lenders and major creditors 
and that its operations will continue uninterrupted. It 
plans to pay unsecured trade vendors in full. Reddy 
Ice is looking to finish the restructuring process 
quickly, and is seeking approval from the U.S. State 
Bankruptcy Court for the Northern District of Texas 
to exit from bankruptcy in 45 days or less.
MISSING ARIZONA BABY
PHOENIX--The father of an Arizona baby who 
disappeared after his mother fled to Texas is turning 
himself in on a stolen goods charge and will be available 
to testify against another woman accused of interfering 
with his custody rights. Logan McQueary has agreed to 
face a stolen goods trafficking charge and be available 
to testify this week, Maricopa County Attorney’s Office 
spokesman Jerry Cobb told the Arizona Republic last 
Thursday. McQueary is the father of 8-month-old 
Gabriel, whose mother fled with him after McQueary 
gained custody in December 2009. Police say Elizabeth 
Johnson first said she smothered Gabriel and put him 





AUSTIN--A Texas state senator took issue last 
Thursday with characterizing the entire U.S.-Mexico 
border as a war zone, bristling at a top agricultural 
official’s assertions that America’s food supply could be 
threatened because farmers are being run off their land 
by drug smugglers.
State Agriculture Commissioner Todd Staples 
presented a report to the Texas Senate Transportation 
and Homeland Security Committee detailing recent 
testimony from border landowners that farmers and 
ranchers in the area are often terrorized by drug and 
human smugglers who traverse their property.
He said that some Americans have even abandoned 
their farms and suggested that the trend could eventually 
affect the U.S. food supply.
The committee’s chairman, Sen. Tommy Williams, a 
Republican from The Woodlands in suburban Houston, 
told of maintenance workers assigned to canals and 
other infrastructure projects on Texas soil who had been 
chased off jobs by drug gangs and gunfire.
Williams noted that Mexico is Texas’ largest trading 
partner but said that things have gotten so violent on the 
border that trade there could be compromised.
“I think we invaded Mexico for a lot less than this 
back when Pancho Villa was down there,” he said. “So 
it’s something we need to talk to our friends in Mexico 
about.”
But Staples’ comments drew sharp objection from Jose 
Rodriguez, a Democrat from El Paso, which borders the 
violence-torn Mexican city of Juárez.
“None of us can deny that there are incidents occurring 
on our side of the border,” he said, “it’s just the broad 
brush that is used to declare that we are in a war zone.”
Rodriguez said he walks the streets of El Paso and 
surrounding county and, “I don’t feel like I’m in a war 
zone.” But he also stressed that the whole U.S.-Mexico 
border is being unfairly characterized.
“What some of us are simply doing is raising the 
question, are we in a war zone?” he said. “Are we being 
assaulted, are we losing our American food supply? Those 
don’t really capture the reality in our border regions.”
Rodriguez said using what he called incendiary 
language, “creates this climate of fear.”
Staples countered that those calling the U.S.-Mexico 
border a war zone are law enforcement officials and 
“people who are being fired upon.”
Rodriguez also pressed the agricultural commissioner 
for hard data on the number of farmers who have stopped 
producing food because of threats from drug smugglers.
“If we are going to be making state policy on border 
security, we have to be doing it on the basis of facts,” he 
said.
Staples said his information came from landowners’ 
testimony that would hold up in any court of law, then 
went a step further: “We have more than testimony, we 
have pickups that are riddled with bullet holes.”
“No one is making it up,” Staples said, “we have 
documented, personal, firsthand testimony.”
Sen. Florence Shapiro, a Plano Republican, defended 
Staples and his report, saying it “is a document, not data.”
“I am not going to put my head in the sand and say 
‘things are very safe around here, things are looking 
good,’” she said of border violence. “There are many 
people who don’t believe that and I don’t believe that.”
State lawmaker: U.S.-Mexico 
border’s no war zone
By Will Weissert 
AssociAted Press 
Jose Rodriguez, a Democrat from El Paso objected to comments made by State 
Agriculture Commissioner Todd Staples who presented a report to the Texas Senate 
Transportation and Homeland Security Committee detailing recent testimony from 
border landowners.
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some suspected that her 
account was not of a real 
person.
Young claims that she 
participated in the most recent 
Dingbat Productions fundraiser Catwalk for Cancer but 
according to junior psychology major and Dingbats veteran 
Nancy Singlaterry, she was “100 percent positive [Young] was 
not in the Catwalk for Cancer,” nor was her name included in 
the event’s program.
Guerra said he had suspicions Young’s account was not 
authentic after she “friended,” then verbally accosted his 
personal page during the elections.
When The Collegian initially asked SGA Vice President of 
Public Relations Mauricio García how he knew Young or if 
he suspected she was, indeed, a made-up person, he did not 
initially respond to the inquiry sent via Facebook messages. 
García said he never received the message, nor knew of any 
potential individuals masquerading as students in the online 
forum, but later acknowledged the existence of a profile by the 
name of Stephanie Young and that he, too, believed Young was 
“a fake person just posting randomly.”
García was adamant that the sudden new enforcement of 
allowable content was not spurred by Young’s postings and 
that many individuals had come to him privately to complain 
of the quality of posts in the online forum.
Asked whether the senate has a social media policy, SGA 
adviser David Marquez replied via e-mail: “The SGA does 
not have a formal social media policy. The Vice President of 
Public Relations is tasked with coordinating public relations 
media and they are asked to do so with a purpose relative to 
the function of the SGA and with a sense of helpfulness. Like 
every other member of the SGA, they may seek guidance from 
their administrative advisors in any instance when they deem 
it to be reasonably necessary. Any person who may have a 
grievance relating to the operations of the SGA may seek to 
resolve the issue by directing their concern to the Executive 
Board or the Administrative Advisors to the SGA.”
According to the SGA’s “Student Governance” portion 
of the Handbook of Operating Procedures, a provision of 
the purpose of the SGA is to “provide an official student 
organization to receive questions and serve as a forum for the 
presentation of student interests and problems.”
“Mauricio keeps on saying that we should be able to post the 
news all we want, but [the SGA group on Facebook is] not the 
place to do it,” Gutiérrez said.
As a College of Liberal Arts senator, Gutiérrez believes he is 
representing the school through his postings.
“I think it’s well sounded--even my professors congratulate 
me in class about it,” he said. “I’ve never gotten a single 
complaint. It’s very easy to send an anonymous e-mail saying 
things about me … against me. Very few people, I think only 
two people, have ever done it.” 
As far as the SGA member’s private Facebook group, 
Gutiérrez said García, Cervantes and Vice President of 
Accounting and Finance Pedro Rangel had asked him to 
cease from posting social awareness topics for discussion, 
while Guerra, one of the managers of the Facebook account, 
has never told him to stop.
Guerra said the guidelines for what is appropriate to post on 
the group forum should be discussed further.
 “I think we should be able to hear the social concerns with 
the students if that’s something that they want to talk about. 
… That’s great,” Guerra said.
Asked if he knew about social media standards for the 
online forum, Rangel replied: “I personally don’t know the 
standards that we follow for the online content.” 
“Who is Stephanie Young?” wondered Rangel, who 
revealed that her postings had been discussed during the 
SGA Executive Board meeting, where the members said the 
conflict between Young and Gutiérrez should be treated as an 
external conflict that should have nothing to do with official 
business.
The Collegian asked Rangel if it were possible that Young 
might be an actual SGA member or someone closely affiliated 
with the organization.
“Probably, if she knew information about SGA,” he replied. 
“I wouldn’t say she is in SGA but maybe she knows someone in 
SGA or is pretty close to SGA.” 
The SGA Elections Code states: “It is important to note 
that the actions of any of [the candidate’s] supporters reflect 
directly upon the candidate. These rules, therefore, pertain 
directly to the conduct of both candidate and the candidate’s 
supporters. The candidate is responsible for any infractions of 
the elections rules by his/her supporters.”
It’s possible no one may ever know who Stephanie Young 
really is, but she leaves a trail of questions, a more rigid 
speech and online expression policy for the SGA Facebook 
group during an era where innovation and technology move 
faster than bureaucracies can keep up. 
FACEBOOK




Edad: 22 años 
Especialidad: Traducción e 
interpretación
Clasificación: Estudiante de último 
año
Fecha de graduación: Diciembre de 
2012
Promedio: 3.21
Ciudad natal: Matamoros, 
Tamaulipas, México
Pasatiempos: “Salgo al cine, leo y 
voy a la iglesia”.
¿Cuáles son tus metas? “Quiero 
graduarme y tener un negocio. 
También traducir novelas”. 
¿Cuál es tu inspiración? “Mi papá. 
Él luchó toda su vida por llegar a donde 
está y sacar adelante a su familia”.
¿Cuál sería tu trabajo ideal? 
“Quisiera tener un trabajo donde 
pudiera leer novelas todo el día”.
¿Qué técnicas utilizas para 
estudiar? “Siempre repaso los 
libros”.
¿Cuál es tu consejo para los 
alumnos de nuevo ingreso? “Mi 
consejo más importante para ellos es 
que hagan la tarea. Nunca dejen nada 
para el día siguiente”.
Anécdota: “Recuerdo una vez que 
tenía gripe y compré unas pastillas 
para sentirme mejor; las pastillas 
eran para tomarse en la noche, 
pero no me importó. Por tres clases 
seguidas estuve cabeceando sin parar 
y, además, terminé con una horrible 
jaqueca. Definitivamente, debo 
pensar mejor antes de volver a tomar 
cualquier cosa”.
--Recopilado por Viridiana Zúñiga
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El campus avanza junto a la era electrónica
Representantes de la 
corporación de International 
Business Machines, personal 
administrativo y estudiantes 
de la universidad asistieron 
a la presentación de la nueva 
instalación de visualización 
científica de la sala de cómputo 
de SET-B, el 5 de abril.
Cerca de 60 personas se 
dieron cita para conocer dicha 
instalación, que cuenta con dos 
pantallas tridimensionales de 
alta definición con cuatro veces 
más resolución que una IMAX. 
De acuerdo a la página 
de la universidad, esta 
instalación puede ser usada 
para el estudio de fenómenos 
ambientales, ciencias 
sociales e investigaciones y 
pruebas informáticas con 
una visualización de los datos 
mucho más detallada que la de 
un proyector común.
“Novus, como se llama la 
pantalla, ofrece al profesorado 
una experiencia visual de 
la información, lo que es 
de gran importancia en un 
proyecto de investigación”, 
dijo Juan Iglesias-León, 
jefe del Departamento de 
Informática. “Pero no sólo 
eso, sino que también podrán 
interactuar con la información 
y manipularla de manera 
natural, sin estar sujetos a 
ningún dispositivo”. 
La pantalla mide 8 metros de 
largo por 3.6 metros de ancho.
“Es la tercera con mayor 
resolución, la segunda en 
número de visualizadores y 
la más alta de Texas”, dijo 
Iglesias-León.
Novus está destinada a fines 
educativos y de investigación. 
Clases como infografía 
e interacción de personas 
y computadoras serán 
mejoradas con el uso de esta 
instalación. 
“Planeamos hacer una 
investigación sobre la 
informática aplicada a otras 
áreas como humanidades”, 
dijo él. “Así que esta 
instalación servirá para toda la 
universidad”.
La página de internet 
w e b d e s i g n e r d e p o t . c o m , 
ofrece ejemplos de cómo 
esta tecnología puede ofrecer 
interesantes innovaciones.
En áreas como música, 
existen proyectos que tratan 
de representar un sonido 
de manera visual o darle un 
sonido a las imágenes. En el 
campo de la comunicación se 
trabaja en un proyecto para 
presentar la información de 
todo el mundo en un solo 
sitio. Para el área biomédica, 
Novus ofrece también una 
visualización específica de las 
moléculas o del cerebro.
“Cada vez hay más equipos 
que reaccionan con nuestra 
voz, gestos faciales y breves 
movimientos corporales”, dijo 
Iglesias-León. 
Esta pantalla está conectada 
a una supercomputadora 
especializada que cuenta 
con 1,000 unidades 
de procesamiento, 
aproximadamente; cada una 
de estas unidades son llamadas 
unidades de procesamiento 
gráfico (GPU, acrónimo 
en inglés para graphical 
processing unit) y controlan, 
en paralelo, toda la instalación.
Este servidor está conectado 
a otra supercomputadora 
llamada Futuro, la instalación 
de supercomputadoras más 
grande del sur de Texas.
Los profesores y alumnos 
que lo requieran para un 
proyecto están invitados a 
utilizar la instalación.
El costo de esta adquisición 
es de aproximadamente 
$40,000 y se pagó con el 
subsidio que IBM otorgó a 
Iglesias-León. El servidor 
fue comprado a través de un 
subsidio del Departamento de 
Educación de Estados Unidos. 
Juliet V. García, rectora de 
UT-Brownsville, agradeció a 
IBM por su cooperación en la 
adquisición de la instalación. 
“Esto será una herramienta 
importante para muchos de 
nuestros programas, desde 
bioinformática hasta física 
computacional y química”, dijo 
García según un lanzamiento 
de prensa universitaria.
La sala de cómputo del 
Departamento de Informática 
está en el cuarto número 1508 
en SET-B.
Por Viridiana Zúñiga
eDitoRa De eSPaÑol 
CHRISTOPHER PEÑA/collegian
MOISÉS GRIMALDO/collegian
El profesor Juan Iglesias-León, jefe del Departamento de Informática, explica a los asistentes las 
características de la instalación de visualización científica, durante la presentación de la misma, el 
5 de abril en la sala de cómputo de SET-B.
Momento primaternal
Un gorila alimenta a su cría en el zoológico Gladys Porter el 6 de abril.
hÉctOR AGuILAR/collegian
Dos pantallas tridimensionales revolucionan las clases en la universidad
Juliet V. García, rectora de UT-Brownsville, da el discurso de apertura en la presentación de la 
instalación de visualización científica en la sala de cómputo de SET-B, el jueves 5 de abril.
MOISÉS GRIMALDO/collegian
La palabra de la semana
Infografía: (Acrónimo de informática y grafía) Es la técnica 
de producir, por medio de una computadora, imágenes que se publican en 
revistas, libros, periódicos y folletos. También es la clase que se imparte con 
este fin.
A las imágenes resultantes de esta técnica, también se les conoce como 
infografías y se distinguen por contener información resumida sobre algún 
tema en especial.
Los pósters con dibujos que explican el ciclo del agua o las capas de la 
tierra son ejemplos de infografías.
¿Cómo usarla?  
-En una conversación en español, cuando hables de la clase de Computer Graphics, 
refiérete a ella como “la clase de infografía”.
-Cuando sepas un dato que viste en infographics, dile a la gente que lo leíste en 
“una infografía”.
Para ver ejemplos de infografías, visita:
http://www.behance.net/?search=infograf%C3%ADa
Fuentes: rae.es; definicionabc.com; queescomunicacion.com.ar
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Senior criminal justice major Gonzalo Rubio helps fingerprint Stillman Middle School student Adam Lee during the 21st Century 
tour March 31 on the UTB/TSC campus. The tour gave Brownsville Independent School District students the chance to look at 
the different academic programs the university offers.
Learning about college
Christopher peña/collegian
A harnessed bushbuck grooms another April 7 at the Gladys Porter Zoo.
Take a lick at this
hÉCtor aGUiLar/collegian
@ utbcollegian.com
See more photos on our 
extended gallery. 








April 16 and 17 @ Round Rock
Women’s Conference: 
April 23 and 24 @ Oklahoma City
F L A S H B AC K
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 Shortstop Joel Fernandez warns his teammate to stop the 
ball at first base as Texas A&M runner Chance Bolcerek slides 
into second base during the UTB/TSC vs. Texas A&M game 
March 6.
Junior Marcos De Leon was named Red River Athletic Confer-
ence Pitcher of the Week for two straight weeks Feb 20-26 
and Feb. 27 to March 4.
UTB/TSC Scorpion shortstop Joel Fernandez, first baseman Matt Ginn and outfielders K.J. Semien and Cobly Henscey bump 
fists with the Texas Wesleyan University Rams after their 7-5 victory Feb. 19 on Scorpion Field.
The Scorpions watch from the dugout during the game vs. the University of Houston-Victoria on Feb. 3.  UTB/TSC shutout UHV in the opening game of the four-game series 9-0.
End of the road approaches for university’s baseball team
Scorpions
By Valerie Nichole Secrease
SportS Editor
History will be made at 
Scorpion Field on Friday 
and Saturday, as the UTB/
TSC Baseball Team will play 
its final home game series 
ever vs. the University of the 
Southwest.
The three-game series will 
begin with a doubleheader 
at 4 p.m. Friday, followed 
by a single game at 1 p.m. 
Saturday. 
These games will mark the 
final home games in history 
for the Scorpions, whose 
program was cut due to 
budget constraints but will 
be replaced by men’s and 
women’s cross country next 
spring.
Head Coach Bryan 
Aughney said he was 
disappointed with the 
decision of cutting the 
program because of all of the 
athletes who will be affected.
“It’s a tough pill to swallow, 
especially with the financial 
situation,” Aughney said 
in an interview earlier 
this semester. I definitely 
understand that some steps 
need to be taken not only in 
Athletics but campuswise, 
as well, due to the separation 
[of UTB and TSC], but I 
don’t believe financially that 
is the best decision for the 
university.
“You eliminate the largest 
group of student athletes that 
when broken down, we’re 
very on par with the rest 
of the sports, budgetwise, 
yet we play twice as many 
games and we have twice to 
three times as many student 
athletes.” 
The Scorpions have had 
a long, successful season 
playing 45 of 52 games, so 
far, on their schedule. The 
team’s overall record for the 
season is 27-18, and its Red 
River Athletic Conference 
record is 15-6.
UTB/TSC played its 
last away game series vs. 
defending RRAC champion 
Louisiana State University- 
Shreveport. Results were not 
available at press time.
With the semester winding 
down, Aughney said the 
players are disappointed as 
well that the program was 
chosen to be eliminated.
“They came here to be a 
student athlete, to get an 
education from UTB, to play 
baseball obviously in our 
program, which is getting 
stronger every year, and to 
create great relationships 
and great experiences, so 
when you make a decision 
as a young student athlete to 
go to a four-year university 
you’d hope to be there for 
four years,” he said. “The 
college search isn’t exactly 
a fun process, so we had a 
really good fall and we came 
together really well as a 
team. Everybody gets along, 
so it was definitely very hard 
on them.” 
Although the university’s 
decision to cut the baseball 
team came as a shock to 
everyone, it was a hard 
decision for the Athletics 
Task Force to make.
“There was a good 
discussion as to why it 
was important, and for all 
the reasons that I think 
you would support it; it 
can add some things to 
the university’s climate 
and engage students,” said 
Hilda Silva, vice president 
for Student Affairs told 
The Collegian earlier this 
semester. “We could recruit 
a different type of student 
that might come in, and the 
students use athletics as a 
mean to get their education, 
so that was the first hurdle 
that we had to get past.” 
But the committee, which 
included Silva and Athletics 
Director Todd Lowery, 
came to the conclusion that 
cross country would be the 
best and financially most 
responsible choice to make.
“We are now going to 
have an opportunity for 
local folks that want do 
cross country to be able to 
come and participate here,” 
Silva said. “And from the 
data that we were given, 
there’s a lot of talent in the 
[Rio Grande] Valley schools 
with cross country, so the 
whole recruiting process 
isn’t going to be much, and it 
requires very little supplies. 
And, it will also help us in 
the NAIA obligations; that 
way, we have the six sports 
to participate.”
She said it was a difficult 
decision that had to be made.
“Again, it was not an easy 
decision and we never want 
to disappoint any students, 
but the reality of it is it’s just 
a matter of finances,” Silva 
said.
Even with the decision 
being made, the season is 
not over for the baseball 
team. The Scorpions still 
have the RRAC tournament 
to look forward to and it is a 
goal that they have had since 
day one. 
Friday and Saturday’s 
games will be an emotional 
time for the team and 
coaches, Aughney said. 
“It’s going to be a little 
emotional for sure,” he said 
via e-mail interview Friday 
morning. “I, along with 
Coach [Wade] Pope and 
these players and players 
from the past have poured 
their heart and soul into this 
program. From a baseball 
standpoint, we hope to be 
playing some of our best 
baseball down the stretch 
here. We’d love to head into 
the tourney playing our best 
ball.” 
Even in this heartrending 
time for the baseball team, 
Aughney is expecting the 
players to give it their all 
and put their hearts into the 
game they love.
“I want them to leave it all 
on the diamond,” he said. 
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